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1. Here I try to show how mental configurations, which exist independently 
of the grammar in the mind of the speaker, interact with sentence grammar. The 
accessibility to the speaker of a number of mental configurations can account for 
the fact that a small change in the morpho-syntax of a sentence often triggers an 
important change in meaning, as one accessible mental configuration recedes 
before or combines with another. For example, a change in the value of the Tense 
morpheme from Present to Past transforms a sentence with a generic active 
construal in (1a) into one with an episodic passive construal in (1b). 
 
(1) a. Cela se dit (souvent).     (Generic) 
               That Refl-say-Pres. (often) 
                 ‘People (often) say that.’ 
 

b. Cela s’est dit (hier).      (Episodic) 
               That  Refl-say-Past (yesterday) 
                ‘That was said (yesterday).’ 
  
  And while (2a) and (2b) share a meaning, a change in the post-verbal 
syntactic structure suggests that they are construed differently; for only the form 
in (2b) allows an inanimate subject in (3a-b). 
 
(2) a. I gave a book to John. 
       b. I gave John a book. 
 
(3) a. *The war gave a book to Mailer. 
       b. The war gave Mailer a book. 
 
  A single lexical-syntactic sense structure may trigger distinct mental 
configurations, as in (4a-b). 
 
(4)  a. John had the dentist pull his tooth. 
             (i) John is the benefactive/malefactive target of the dentists deed. 
            (ii) John himself ordered the dentist to pull his tooth. 
 
       b. Firemen are available. 
              (i) Generic predication. 
              (ii) Existential affirmation in real time. 
 
We will return to some of these examples below. 
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Different languages realize the same universal mental configurations by 
means of minimally different morpho-syntactic mechanisms. For example, in the 
French Middle structure, a reflexive clitic realizes the selected external argument 
of the verb, while the same argument is implicit in an English Middle. Yet the 
French clitic licenses both middle and passive constructions, which are impossible 
in English. This suggests that an overt clitic triggers a richer set of mental 
configurations than does a corresponding covert argument. 
 
(5) a. Cette chemise se lave facilement. 

b. This shirt washes easily. 
 
(6) a. *That says often.    (cf. (1a)) 

b.  *That said last night.  (cf. (1b) 
 

Inherent mental configurations have testable properties: 
  
(7)  (i) They are realized in both linguistic and non-linguistic human behavior. 

(ii) They are realized in the grammars of all languages. 
 
Within a grammar: 
(iii) the entire conceptual configuration being immediately accessible to the 
mind, some parts of it may be left unexpressed in the sentence which 
realizes it. 
 

For example, in (8a), the tensed verb have triggers a  possessive construal. In (8b), 
the verbless small clause complement of the tensed causative verb  give triggers  
the same construal. 
 
(8)  a.  John has a book. 

b.  I gave [John a book]. 
 

(iv) (Parts of) one mental configuration may combine with (parts of) 
another to create a new configuration in syntax. 

 
The focus of our study will be how (7iv) is the source of creativity in the 

grammar. 
 

We posit at least three universal conceptual configurations realized in and 
outside grammar. One is stative: it can exist outside of a time interval. The other 
two are dynamic: they include a temporal dimension. 
 
(9) Universal configurations 
         A. Figure Ground (cf. Talmy (2000) 
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A larger Ground contains a smaller Figure. 
 

The Figure-Ground configuration is realized  outside language in the form 
of an  image located on a background, such as a word drawn on a piece of paper 
or a picture drawn on the wall of a cave, In a sentence it can take the form of an 
existential spatial description such as “There is a man at the door”, the small 
clause  complement of a perception verb as in “I saw/found [John in the garden]”, 
or a possessive assertion like “John has a book”. 
 
        B.  Goal-directed trajectory (GDT) 
         In this event scenario, in intentional participant has as his goal the change 
of state of some physical entity. He also acts as an Agent who embarks on a 
trajectory toward achieving that goal, aided by some Instrument. This trajectory 
is prospective: an intentional Agent engaged in a GDT cannot know if he will 
achieve his goal or not. 
 

The GDT exists in literature which describes quests, as in Russian folklore 
tales (Propp, 1928/2015,) and heroic literature (Beowulf, le Cid, the Grail cycle). 
In such narratives, a sword is a common instrument, The GDT exists outside of 
language in the communicative dance of the bee or in the activity of hunters. 
 

The GDT scenario is marked by grammatical mechanisms such as the 
progressive form in “John is painting a picture”, in the complement of verbs like 
want and intend: “John wants/intends to visit Mary”, and in sentences with 
purpose clauses like “John went to Paris to see Louise”, for example. As a GDT 
includes both an agent and his chosen instrument, either nominal can imply the 
other. A body-part instrument is implicit in “John hit/kicked Bill”. The Agent is 
implicit in “The key opened the door”. 
 

C. Result-Cause 
       A state perceived by a subject of consciousness (for simplicity, the speaker) 
may be construed as the result of a previous action. Such a construal inspires a 
retrospective mental trajectory aiming at the discovery and assertion of the cause 
or the means by which the result was brought about. While the intentional trigger 
of a GDT is in general +human, the cause of a perceived result need not be, since 
causes are events. Within a Result-Cause sentence, a “by-phrase” expresses a 
Means to an End. The Means may be an Agent or an Instrument since each implies 
the other, as in “The load was lifted by John/by a tractor” or Bill was fooled by 
Jim/by a magic trick”.   
 

The Result-Cause configuration underlies detective stories. The discovery 
of a death construed as murder leads to the search for the perpetrator, inevitably 
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discovered by Hercule Poirot. It also exists in the possibly wordless search for 
why the bathroom ceiling is leaking or the garage door won’t open. 
 

Unaccusative sentences, which by definition do not select a syntactic 
subject in the Spec vP position, cannot define a GDT. Rather, they define a Result. 
In a passive sentence, a by-phrase is construed as the Cause or Means by which 
the result was reached. When a +human cause is selected by a verb, as in (10a), it 
may be covert. If the cause is a -hu Means, as in (10b), it must be overt, as means 
are not selected. 
 
(10)  a.  Mary was examined (by the doctor). 

b.  The tapestry was woven ??(by hand). 
c.  The village was destroyed by the soldiers/by fire. 
d.  John was shot by accident. 

 
(11)  a.  John entered/left by the front door. 

b.  John died by his own hand. 
          
 In principle, GDT and Result-Cause are complementary mental 
configurations. They are in fact mirror images construed in the TP/CP domain of 
the sentence. While each configuration depicts a trajectory which starts with a 
mental state and ends with a material event, the trajectories go in opposite 
directions. A GDT starts with the intention of a sentient participant who seeks to 
effect a change of state of some object or entity. Result-Cause starts with the 
perception of a result state by a sentient observer who then seeks to uncover its 
cause. 

Yet, paradoxically, the two trajectories can combine seamlessly in a 
sentence. Thus in (12a), a resultative passive embeds a GDT.  The by-phrase 
indicates the presence of a result state, while the adverb “deliberately” indicates 
the intentional subject of a GDT. In (12b), the by-phrase states the means by which 
the result was achieved while a dynamic verb incorporating a manner component 
points to an intentional Agent. 
 
(12)  a.  Mary was deliberately examined by the doctor. 

b.  John grabbed Bill by the arm. 
  

In (13a) a small clause denoting an event is construed as a result when 
preceded by a causative verb. When the small clause is integrated into vP and TP, 
the Cause of the event turns out to be a GDT with an intentional subject. In (13b), 
a small clause denoting a state may be construed as the result of an action while 
the TP as a whole is construed as a successful GDT. 
 
(13)  a. Mary made [John fix the sink]. 
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  b.  John walked [Mary home]. 
 

Why are such sentences, in which a GDT configuration is construed as   
embedded as Cause in a Result-Cause configuration not excluded from the 
grammar? Not only do the trajectories go in opposite directions but they also 
realize opposing points of view. Only a subject can inaugurate a GDT and only 
the speaker can decide whether the subject’s goal was reached or not. This is 
shown clearly in “non-culminating accomplishments” such as (14a-b) where the 
adverbial sentence representing the speaker’s retrospective point of view reveals 
that the intentional subject’s presumed goal was not reached (Martin 2015; 
Tatevosov 2008; Guéron and Vogeleer 2022). 
 
(14)  a.  Mary washed the shirt, but it’s still not clean. 

b. Le médecin a traité Marie pendant deux ans, mais elle n’est pas 
guérie. 

                ‘The doctor treated Mary for two years but she is still not cured.’ 
 

In (14a-b), the prospective view of the subject and the retrospective view 
of the speaker are realized in distinct clauses. In a narrative such as Don Quixote, 
the two points of view form the ironic subject matter of the entire work. But in 
(12a-b) and (13a-b), the point of view of the syntactic subject who has a goal is 
fully compatible with that of the speaker who perceives a result. This double 
perspective creates a single unified interpretation, just as the differing perspective 
of two eyes leads to a unified perception of an object. 
       

We submit that such combinations of mental configurations are favoured 
because they create a satisfying representation of reality which is possible in 
language although impossible in real life. To look forward like the subject and 
backward like the speaker while describing the same event is to walk through the 
looking class, and, in a sense, to conquer time, as each protagonist, the overt 
subject and the covert speaker, oversees part of the event and imagines the rest. 
Such sentences are expanded in the discourses we call stories. Fictional narratives 
elaborate on a model reconciling participant and narrator points of view on events, 
a model which sentence grammar already provides. 
 

The two configurations, GDT and Result-Cause can combine, but they can 
also be alternative construals of the same sentence structure. Pylkkänen (2008) 
argues that a so-called “causative” structure like (15) does not contain a cause in 
(16a-b). 
 
(15) I gave Mary a book (*but she never got it). 
(16) a. I threw John the ball, but he didn’t catch it. 

b. I sent /wrote Bill a letter, but he never got it. 
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(16a-b) illustrate a non-culminated accomplishment, like (14a-b).  The difference 
between (15) and (16) reduces to the effect of lexical choice on the accessibility 
of a mental configuration. Give is a light causative verb lacking any intentional 
implication (cf. “These candles give a lovely light”). But throw, send, and write 
select, in general, an intentional subject which triggers a GDT. A GDT culminates 
only if the speaker says so or a grammatical device, like an embedded past 
participle or a by-phrase adjunct, implies it. 
 

A modal sentence realizes a GDT: it describes an event which is accessible 
but not yet attained in the discourse world. Consequently, a modal sentence cannot 
be embedded in a result-cause configuration such as is marked by a past participle. 
In (17a), the auxiliary verb have introduces a Temporal Figure-Ground 
configuration which includes a Result-Cause configuration. Have, construed 
retrospectively, describes the result state of an event which occurred at a time 
previous to the reference time. (17b), on the contrary, introduces a GDT 
configuration; a deontically construed modal verb projects a time period following 
the reference time and thus cannot govern a participle associated with a result 
state. 
 
(17)  a.  John has seen Mary. 
         b.  *John must seen Mary 
         

Similarly, in a Middle sentence, the speaker invites the hearer to undertake 
(or not) a goal-directed trajectory. Consequently, the Middle excludes the by-
phrase that the syntactically similar but conceptually distinct passive structure, 
which represents Result-Cause, allows, as shown in (18a-b). 
 
(18)  a.  The book was read easily [by the children]. 
        b.  This book will read easily [* by anyone].1 
     
2. The simplest and plausibly the most accessible universal mental 
configuration, that of Figure-Ground, can be realized over a sentence boundary. 
Azoulay (1978), Fradin (1984), and Kleiber (2001) examined the phenomenon of 
“anaphore associative”, a relation between two nominals located in successive 
sentences. 
 
(19)  a. Il s’est abrité sous un vieux tilleul. Le tronc était tout craquelé. 

‘He took shelter under an old linden tree. The trunk was completely 
cracked.’ 

      b.  Ils sont entrés dans le village. L’église était sur une hauteur. 
         ‘They entered the village. The church was situated on a hight.’ 

 
1 For more on the GDT and  Result-Cause configurations, cf. Guéron and Vogeleer (2022). 
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        c.  Le roi est mort. Les drapeaux sont en berne (Azoulay, Hirshbuhler) 
            ‘The king is dead. The flags are at half-mast.’ 
 
(19a-b) are variants of Figure-Ground which describes a Part-Whole relation. The 
trunk is part of a tree, and the church is part of a village. However, in (19c) a flag 
is not a part of a king or of the death of king. Here a different configuration is 
realized, that of Result-Cause. The second sentence describes a state construed as 
a consequence or result of an event described in the first sentence. 
       Result-Cause does not depend on the cause preceding the result in a narrative, 
as is illustrated in (20). But it does seem to require that linear order in a simple 
sentence. In (21a-c), the Result-Cause scenario is based on a predicative stative 
configuration which implies a change of state and is thus construed as the result 
of a previous event.2 
 
(20)  John fell. Mary pushed him. (Asher, 2015) 
 
(21)  a.  John pushed [Bill down]. 

b. Bill hammered [the metal flat]. 
c. John drank [Bill under the table]. 

 
While certain configurations embedding a Part-Whole relation within a Result-
Cause scenario are possible over a sentence boundary, those describing 
“inalienable possession” (IA) relations, are not. 
 
(22)  a.  Je lui ai chatouillé les pieds. 
        b.  Jean est entré, l’esprit tranquille. 
 
(23)  a.  Jean est entré. *Les pieds sont froids. 
         b.  Jean est entré. * L’esprit est tranquille. 
 

Kleiber (2001) accounts for the contrast between sentences like (22a-b) and 
(23a-b) by the hypothesis that the two nominals defining an anaphore associative 
must be “alienated” We may interpret this as requiring that each nominal has 
independent properties or is capable of being perceived independently. However, 
while village and church do have independent properties, it is not clear what 
makes a tree and its trunk “alienable” in (17a) while Jean and his feet are not in 
(21a).   

We attribute the inability of the inalienable possessor and possessed to be 
distributed over two successive sentences to a mechanism which belongs to 
sentence grammar alone; namely, a relation of person-to-person feature targeting. 

 
2 The linear order in a sentence like « John walked Mary home » is derived by the hierarchical ordering of 
asymmetric leftward merge operations (cf Kayne (1994): (i) construct and construe the small clause complement 
of V in VP; (ii) construct and construe VP and vP, (iii) construct and construe TP/CP. 
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Romance inalienable possession structures support the proposal that a 
+human subject in Spec TP may (not must) be construed as consisting of two 
distinct aspects of reality, a material body and an immaterial psyche. We propose 
that a subject in Spec vP is construed as a material body when selected by the 
description of a material change of state in VP.  If the subject has a formal +human 
F, then, when raised to Spec TP in syntax, it may activate its person F by checking 
that feature against the finite Tense head of TP. Activation of the subject’s person 
F provides the subject with the psychological property of intention/will. 

We propose that this syntactic-semantic link between the subject in Spec 
TP and the Tense morpheme in T is licensed by a syntactic-semantic link between 
CP and TP in the sentence structure (Chomsky, 1995). C, the head of CP, 
associated with the Speech Time interval, properly contains TP and T, associated 
with the Reference Time point or interval. We propose that the speaker, associated 
with Spec CP, can target the Subject in Spec TP via a local Specifier - to - Specifier 
relation and can assign to that subject her own inherent property of intention/will. 
It is that very same property that inspired the speaker to embark on a GDT whose 
goal is to assert a true proposition. The subject in Spec TP targeted by the Speaker 
associated with Spec CP may then activate its trace in Spec vP and be identified 
as the physical Agent of an Activity like “John cried”, an Accomplishment like 
“John painted a picture” or an Achievement like “John crossed the line”. In an 
unaccusative sentence, such as “Il est arrivé trois personnes” (cf. There arrived 
three people), no subject is activated and the sentence is construed as Result-
Cause. The Result, an implied Figure-Ground configuration, is perceived by the 
speaker. The Cause is the tendency, known to the speaker, of objects to appear and 
disappear over time in the discourse world. 

In a garden variety Accomplishment, a +hu subject and a +hu direct object 
are construed differently. In (23), for example, the subject Brutus, endowed with 
the psychological property of intention in Spec TP, binds its trace representing the 
body of Brutus in Spec vP. An argument chain is formed containing the wilful 
antecedent in Spec TP and its material body in Spec vP, construed as denoting an 
intentional agent. The Agent uses an instrument (a dagger, implying a hand) to 
stab Caesar construed only as a material body in VP. Both the adverb 
“intentionally” and the dagger instrument implied by the verb stab identify a GDT 
with an intentional Agent. 
 
(23) Brutus stabbed Caesar (with his sword) (intentionally). 
       [TP Brutusi        [vP   ti           [VP stabbed Caesar] [with his sword]]]] 
                intentional        Agent                 Event                 Instrument 
 

We know that the GDT in (23) was successful only because of our 
retrospective historical point of view, however. A GDT does not guarantee the 
success of the Agent’s intention, as shown in (24). 
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(24)  (With murderous intent) John stabbed Max, but failed to kill him. 
 
Nor is a subject in Spec TP always construed as the intentional source of a GDT. 
The alternative accessible configurations, GDT vs Result-Cause, account for the 
ambiguity of (25). 
 
(25) Jeani s’est tué ti 

        Jean self-killed 
(i)  exprès 

      ‘on purpose’           
(ii)  en traversant la rue 

                 ‘crossing the street’ 
 
In (25i) Jean is construed as an intentional entity in TP binding an Agent trace in 
Spec vP who embarks on a GDT. Since the past participle denotes something that 
happened, the sentence is also construable as a Result-Cause configuration with 
Jean’s action as the Cause of a Result.  In (25ii), on the contrary, Jean, construed 
as a material body in the position of its postverbal trace, does not activate its 
person F in Spec TP. The subject is construed in the same way as in the 
unaccusative underlying structure, like that of (26), in which person feature 
activation cannot take place. 
 
 (26)   Il s’est tué mille soldats ici (*exprès) 

It self-killed a thousand soldiers here (*on purpose) 
 
3. We propose that the IA structure of (27a), (28) below, contains a double, 
palmpsestic, GDT. One GDT involves the subject selected in Spec vP as Agent of 
a material change of state of the Theme in VP. The second GDT, over-written on 
the first, involves the subject in Spec TP who intends to effect a psychological 
change in the Dative citic adjoined to V+T in TP. 

Wierzbieca (1976) already noted that a sentence like (27) describes two 
simultaneous events. 
 
(27)  Je lui ai chatouillé les pieds. 
 I to-him have tickled the feet 

(i) I did something to his body part. 
(ii) I did something to him psychologically. 

 
Consider the structure of an IA sentence (cf. Guéron 1985, 2018). 

(28) Je lui chatouille les pieds. 
I to-him tickle the feet 

 
          TP 
       /      \ 
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   Spec        T’ 
    DP 
     |      /      \ 
     |    T          vP         
     |    |         /   \ 
     |    |      Spec     VP 
     |    |       |      /    \ 
     |    |       |     V       DP 
     |    |       |     |       /  \ 
     |    |       |     |   Spec     D’                        
     |    |       |     |    |      /   \ 
     |    |       |     |    |    D       NP                   
     |    |       |     |    |    |      /   \ 
     |    |       |     |    |    |     N     DP               
     |    |       |     |    |    |     |     | 
    Jej  luii     tj  chat. proi les  pieds   ti                
 

The construal of (28) starts with the vP Phase. The trace representing the 
body of “Je” in Spec vP denotes the Agent of an event description who has the 
goal of tickling a body part of the Theme in VP (with the hand as implicit 
instrument). The activated mind of “Je” in Spec TP has the goal of affecting the 
dative constituent psychologically. These parallel goals derive a palimpsestic 
GDT: the subject aims to simultaneously materially affect the feet and 
psychologically affect the mind of another event participant. 

That the dative constituent is crucial in (28) is suggested by the dialogue in 
(29). While (29) B (i)-(iii) are all grammatical, only in (Bi) and (Bii) are the 
tickled feet necessarily part of the body of Jean. 
 
(29)  A. Que lui as-tu fait (à Jean) pour qu’il soit si fâché? 
  What to-him have-you done (to Jean) for that he be.SUBJ so angry 
          B. (i) Rien, je lui ai seulement chatouillé les pieds. 
              (ii) Rien. J’ai seulement chatouillé les pieds à Jean. 
              (iii) Rien, j’ai seulement chatouillé les pieds de Jean. 
 

Since a body and a mind do not function separately in the presupposed 
discourse world and the truth of the sentence will be tested in that world, for the 
sake of verisimilitude, a sentence in which a subject (chain) entertains parallel 
physical and psychological goals must unite the parallel trajectories in syntax. We 
propose that here verisimilitude is attained via a person feature-to-person feature 
relation construed in syntax. In (28) above, the intentional subject checks and 
activates his person F in Spec TP. He then targets and activates in turn the person 
F of the dative participant. Activation of its person F allows the dative to bind the 
unidentified person feature of the preposed empty pronominal (pro) complement 
of feet in DP. 
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  In Guéron (1985, 2018) I proposed that the relation between dative lui and 
the pro determiner in (28) is a type of anaphora where the dative binds a null pro 
with pronominal features. This predicts that only body part DPs with pronominal 
features like French le /la /les enter into IA. It accounts for the lack of IA in 
English with a featureless determiner “the” in a body-part nominal.  However, as 
noted by Koenig (1999), dative lui in a sentence like (28) may refer to a single 
female while pieds is masculine plural. This anaphoric relation would differ from 
all others, such as reflexivization, in which there is identity of formal features. 
And yet, pronominal features do seem to be the key to the existence of French 
inalienable “Je lève la main” with a pronominal determiner vs. English alienable 
“I raised the hand” with a weak deictic determiner. 

We thus adopt a finer-grained notion of grammatical anaphora in which an 
activated person F of a nominal may target the non-activated person F of another 
nominal independently of the other formal features of either argument. While 
Gender is a classificatory feature and Number is a referential feature of material 
bodies, the Person feature differentiates +hu psychologically equipped entities 
from all -hu entities. Note also that Romance “se/si” denotes III person 
independent of number and gender. And a covert person feature may be 
semantically active even while unassociated with lexical number and gender 
features, as in reflexive “John/I washed carefully” or Imperative “Go away!”. 
 

The syntactic distribution of dative nominals In Romance and other 
language families suggests that a dative constituent contains both a semantic Place 
content and a Person feature. As bearer of a Place content, it can denote the 
Ground of a physical event-Figure like a hand tickling feet in (28). As bearer of a 
person F we propose that it can be the target of the activated person F of a subject 
in Spec TP functioning as a Probe (cf. Chomsky 2001), which activates the person 
F of the dative in turn. Person activation enables the dative to bind the person F 
of a preposed pro in a body part DP. 

Although an IA sentence is associated with a simultaneous double GDT, it 
is also construable as realizing a single complex GDT embedded in a Result-
Cause configuration: the psychological and material state of lui is the result of the 
GDT triggered by “Je”’s intention. A successful GDT is one which is embedded 
in a Result-Cause configuration. This configuration may be triggered by a 
Past/Perfective Tense or participle as in (1b), by the combination of past tense and 
the lexical content of the verb as in English “John was murdered”, or 
pragmatically, as in (23).3,4 

 
3Take, for instance, the GDT configuration on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican., Here, God targets 
the body of Adam in order to transmit to that body the spark of life. Yet God’s finger does not touch that of Adam 
in the painting. It is only retrospectively that we, as the descendants of Adam, know that God’s goal-directed 
trajectory did in fact culminate. 
4  Bar-Asher Siegel and Boneh (2015) also discuss the causative contribution of the dative in benefactive 
constructions in Hebrew. In our version of this idea, a Result and its Cause are not necessarily associated with 
two successive events. The Cause of a Result may be a GDT configuration within a simple one-event syntactic 
structure, as in French IA and transitive causative structures and sentences with resultative small clauses in 
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In IA the person F of the subject raised to SpecTP is part of a chain which 
includes the body of the same subject merged in Spec vP. However, in other 
complex Result-Cause structures, the body of the intentional subject is irrelevant. 
(30a) is identified as a GDT by the presence of a person F to person F targeting 
relation unaccompanied by a physical relation. Under targeting the preposition 
“à” functions as the means by which the intentional subject activates the person 
feature of the dative, just as in IA in (30b). In (30a), targeted Pierre inherits the 
intention of Marie and binds the person F, not of a body-part DP as in (30b), but 
that of a PRO Agent who fixes the sink. 
 
(30)  a. Marie fait réparer l’évier à Pierre. 
            Marie makes fix the sink “to Pierre” 
            Marie [vP fait [TP PROi réparer l’évier] [à Pierrei]] 
 

b. Marie chatouille les pieds à Pierre 
             Mary tickles the feet “to Pierre”. 
              Marie [vP chatouille [DP PROi les pieds ti] [à Pierrei]] 
 
The Preposition “a” is ambiguous between PLACE and DIRECTION depending 
on the syntactic context. The “à” in (30) is the same directional “à” as in “Pierre 
va à Paris, except that targeting from one mind to another occurs in the 
psychological sphere of reality above vP instead of in the purely material sphere 
within vP.5 
 

A person F to person F targeting relation is a local relation triggered by a 
person F checked and activated in Spec TP and aimed at a syntactically accessible 
second nominal. There is no such targeting relation in (31). 
 
(31) Marie fait réparer l’évier par Pierre. 

Marie fait [VP réparer l’évier par Pierre] 
‘Marie makes fix the sink by Pierre.’ 

 
The contrast between “à Pierre” and “par Pierre” in (32) is noted in Kayne 

(1975). In our terms, while (30) describes a triggering relation between two 
participants located in the same discourse world-time, (31) places the subject and 
the by-phrase nominal in two different world-times, which makes targeting 
impossible. 
 

 
English. In « John walked Mary home » local syntactic person-to-person targeting implies proximity of the 
bodies of the protagonists within a Result-Cause configuration embedding a GDT. 
5 The use of « to » both for material and psychological directionality is common. « To » in English (and « le » in 
Hebrew) have both material Goal and psychological Goal uses, just like « a/à » in Romance. 

(i) John went to England; 
(ii) John was unkind to Mary. 
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(32) Je ferai réparer cette maison *à/ ok par mes futurs arrières- petits- enfants. 
I will make repair this house *to/ok by  my future great-grandchildren. 

 
In the absence of a +hu subject, there is no person-to-person targeting and 

we find a pure Result-Cause configuration, as in (33). 
 
(33) Tout ce bruit lui a fait quitter la pièce. 

All this noise to-him made leave the room 
 
The possible divorce of a targeted psychological goal from a targeted physical 
goal accounts for the paradigm in (34), cf. Ruwet (1991). 
 
(34)  a. *Je veux que je parte. 

I want that I leave 
b. Je voudrais que je sois enterré dans le petit cimetière de mon village 

natal. 
I would-like that I be buried in the little cemetery of the village in 
which I was born 

 
A wish expresses the manifestation of a goal originating in a mind lacking access 
to an agentive body. So, in (34a) the person who wishes cannot also be the Agent 
who chooses to leave. In (34b) the person who wishes is in a different world-time 
from the Agent who will bury him. (34b) is acceptable for the same reason as (32) 
with a “par phrase”: there can be no person F to person F targeting in two different 
world-times.   
 
4. More complex configurations are derived from simpler mental 
configurations such as Figure-Ground, GDT, and Result-Cause interacting with a 
grammar, which incorporates mechanisms like person-feature to person-feature 
targeting and derives, under Merge, a syntactic hierarchy defining c-command 
and locality relations between constituents. These mechanisms illustrate, along 
with recursivity, the creativity of the grammar. 
  Since complex configurations can be broken down into a combination of 
(parts of) universally accessible mental configurations interacting with syntactic 
mechanisms and constraints, there is no need to posit an independent mental 
configuration of Inalienable Possession. IA contains a Figure-Ground 
configuration within a Result-Cause configurtion with an embedded GDT Cause. 

Because the possibility of combining (parts of) distinct mental 
configurations to create new configurations depends on syntactic mechanisms, 
there is variation over languages in the realization of these configurations to the 
degree that their syntax varies. 

For example, Modern English does not lack an accusative-dative nominal. 
It has one in the small clause subject position of “I gave [John a book]” But it 
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lacks a syntactically vP-external accusative-dative clitic or a Preposition like “à” 
which allows the person F of the subject to target a VP external dative or the 
complement of “applicative” “à” in French. The equivalent of (35a) in English is 
not (35b) but (35c) or (35d). 

In (35c), her in Spec DP has an inherent person F (like dative lui), which 
we propose is not targeted. Her is lexically possessive: “her hand” denotes a 
material possessive Figure-Ground configuration, just as “her book” would. (35d) 
is a Result-Cause structure where the by-phrase indicates the means by which the 
subject’s Goal was satisfied, as in passive (13a) above.   
    
(35)  a.  Je lui ai pris la main. 
         b.  *I took her the/a hand. 
         c.  I took [DP her hand]. 
         d.  I took her [PP by the hand]. 
     

In Hebrew, the same structure, with a dative, is used for both inalienable, 
and alienable possession (examples taken from Landau 1999). 
 
(36) Gil šataf  l-Rina et ha-panim 

Gil washed to Rina the face. 
‘Gil washed Rina’s face.’ 

 
(37) Gil lakax le-Rina et ‘et ha-radio. 

Gil spoiled to Rina the radio 
‘Gil spoiled Rina’s radio.’ 

 
Unlike French, in Hebrew it is not the determiner ha which is marked for 

formal features, but rather the dative morpheme “le”. Although, like English “to” 
and French “à”, the dative can be construed as a non-pronominal directional 
element in VP, it is construed as marked for all pronominal features when external 
to vP. It is thus compatible with my earlier proposal that IA involves pronominal 
features even though here they are not on the determiner, as in French, but rather 
on the on the dative itself. 

Our proposal that the subject’s person F activated in SpecTP can be 
transmitted to another discourse participant is independently motivated by clitic 
doubling in Spanish. In (38), Mafalda simultaneously denotes both the body 
which receives the candy from the Agent and the psyche affected via the 
directional targeting morpheme “a”, as in French causative or IA structures. Here 
too, activation of a person F brings Mafalda “to life”, assigning to her the same 
referential status as the subject itself. 
 
(38) Le di un caramelo a Mafalda.   (Jaeggli, 1981) 

To her (I) gave a candy to Mafalda 
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The difference between (2a) “I gave a book to John” and (38) reduces to the 
presence of the dative clitic in (38). In (1a) John targets Mafalda as a material 
recipient of the book, while in (38) the subject also does that and in addition 
targets Mafalda’s person F. Nothing would change in (2a) if I gave a book to 
Widner Library but clitic doubling would be ungrammatical in that case in 
Spanish. 
 
5. Functions of the dative in Hebrew 
Berman (1981), Borer and Grodzinsky (1986), Boneh and Nash (2011), Bosse et 
al. (2012) and Bar Asher Siegal and Boneh (2015), among others, analysed a 
variety of readings of sentences containing the dative le-DP in Hebrew.  This set 
of structures provides a testing ground for our proposal that a single sentence 
structure often realizes several mental configurations 

Borer and Grodzinsky singled out three construals of a sentence containing 
a dative and showed that these construals depend on syntactic structure. 
 
(39) I. Possessive Dative 

ha-yalda  ‘axla  li   ‘et ha-tapu’ax 
the girl ate to-me  the apple 
‘The girl ate my apple.’ 

 
 

II. Reflexive Dative 
ha-yalda ‘axla la   ‘et a-tapu’ax 
the girl ate to-her  the apple 
‘The girl ate/was eating the apple.’ 

 
III. Ethical Dative 
hem  kol ha-zman  mitxatnim    li 
they  all the time     marry         to-me 
‘They are getting married on me all the time (and it bothers me).’ 

 
For simplicity, we concentrate on transitive or unergative sentences 

structures with a selected subject. We assume that the dative constituent combines 
Place content and a person F in Hebrew as in French, but that the combination of 
basic mental configurations in Hebrew differs from those in French because of 
simple morpho-syntactic differences, in particular, the nominal status of the dative 
and its variable adjunction site in Hebrew. 
 
(39-I) Possession? 

That (36) and (37) above should not be assigned the same analysis is 
suggested by the fact that only (36) has an equivalent in French. 
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(36’) Jean (lui) a lavé la figure (à Marie) (the face is part of Marie) 
(37’)  Jean lui a abimé la radio (à Marie) (the radio is not part of Marie) 
 

A French IA sentence relates a body part to a whole body, realizing a 
material Ground-Figure configuration. Simultaneously, it realizes a Benefactive 
Ground- Figure configuration in which a targeted dative denotes a psychological 
Ground “affected” by the event which constitutes the Figure. 

But Alienable Possession as in (37) and (39’-I) realizes only the second 
configuration. A bag is not part of Rina in (37) nor is an apple part of the girl in 
(39-I), “Possession” is crucially distinct from IA. The dative in IA is affected 
under targeting -and thus may be called an “Experiencer” – while the dative in a 
possessive sentence is not. 

We suggest that Possession is not a basic mental configuration but rather an 
implicature arising from Figure-Ground configurations containing pragmatically 
favourable lexical combinations, just as in the DP “John’s portrait”. If a vP 
describes a change of state of a direct object and the whole description is in the 
syntactic and semantic scope of a sentient +human Ground whose consciousness 
extends backwards in time, then possession, which implies a past change of state 
(acquisition), is a plausible relation between the two nominals. This same 
implicature is available in French in (40a-d) for example. 
 
 
 
 
(40)  a.  Jean lui a cassé la radio. 
         b.  Jean lui a ciré les chaussures. 
         c.  Jean lui a sali le canapé. 
         d.  Max lui a rallongé l’ourlet. 
 

Figure-Ground need not imply possession. In (41), from Landau (1999), the 
glasses are not those of Gil. In this example, there may or may not have been 
person-F to person-F targeting; Gil may have broken the glasses on purpose, 
within a GDT configuration, or not, within a Result-Cause configuration. 
 
(41) Gil šavar l-Rina   et     ha-miškafayim  šel Sigal 

Gil broke to-Rina acc. the glasses  of Sigal 
‘Gil broke Sigal’s glasses on Rina.’ 

 
The same alternative construals are available in French (42). 
 
(42)  Jean   lui a cassé les lunettes de Pierre (à Marie) 

Jean  to-her broke the glasses of Pierre (to Marie) 
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Yet a possessively construed Benefactive dative may be wh-extracted in Hebrew, 
while the same operation is not so good in French. 
 
(43) le-mi ha-yalda kilkela ‘et ha-radio? 

to-whom the girl spoiled the radio? 
‘Whose radio did the girl spoil?’ 

 
(44) a.  ??A qui Jean a-t-il cassé la radio? 
 b.  *A qui Jean a-t-il sali le canapé? 

c.  ?A qui Jean a-t-il ciré les chaussures? 
d.  ??A qui Marie a-t-elle rallongé l’ourlet? 

 
The affirmative sentences are not so good either in French.6 7 
 
(45)  a.  ??Max a cassé la radio à Marie. 
         b.  ??Jean a sali le canapé à Louise. 

c.  ??Jean a ciré les chaussures à Max. 
d.  ??Marie a rallongé l’ourlet à Josette. 

 
A minimal morpho-syntactic difference between Hebrew and French could 

account for this contrast. The Hebrew dative is a nominal constituent, as is the 
French dative clitic. But the “à DP” expression in French is a PP, headed by the 
preposition “a” that psychological targeting renders directional. When the DP 
complement of “à” is targeted, it becomes a person F probe and must bind a person 
F in VP. But “la radio”, “le canapé,” etc., unlike “la tête “in “Il va casser la tête à 
cet intrus” (He will break the head to that intruder), lacks a null pro with an 
unidentified person F to bind.   
 
Hebrew also differs from French in that a “possessive” relation can be established 
over a PP boundary. 
  
(46) Gil yašav le-Rina ba-mitbak. 

Gil sat to-Rin in the kitchen 
‘Gil sat in Rina’s kitchen.’ 

 
(47)  a.  *Pierre lui a joué dans la cuisine. 
                      Pierre to-her/him played in the kitchen 
        b.  *Pierre a joué dans la cuisine à Marie. 
                      Pierre played in the kitchen to Marie 

 
6 For other examples, cf. Roberge and Troberg (2007). 
7 In substandard French « à NP » can be construed as complement of the object N rather than as an adjunct on vP 
as in the desired interpretation. 
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We attribute such contrasts to different syntactic positions of the dative in Hebrew 
and French. As a non-speaker of Hebrew viewing the data, I tentatively suggest 
that the Hebrew dative can take scope over VP and be construed as a pure Place 
without being targeted by a subject and without being construed as an 
Experiencer. Within a material low-level Figure-Ground construal, the non-
affected dative may be construed as possessor of the P-complement as in (48), or 
not, as in (49).8 
 
(48) Gil [vP yašav [le-Rina [VP V yašav PP ba-mitbak]]      

   sat       to-Rina            sat           in the kitchen] 
 
(49)  Gil yašan le-Rina be-zman ha harca’a. 

Gil slept to-Rina  in-time   the lecture 
Gil [vP yašan [le-Rina [VP V yašan PP ha-harca’a]]      
‘Gil slept during Rina’s lecture.’ 

 
A syntactically similar French structure requires a body-party part nominal 

in VP. In (49), the dative, targeted by the subject, must bind an unidentified person 
F goal. 
 
(50)  Je lui ai tiré dans le ventre (à Jean) 
     

Similar English structures, lacking a dative experiencer, are construed as 
simple part-whole Figure-Ground configurations, where the place which 
functions as Ground may be a body part or a geographical space. 
 
(51)  a.  Mary kissed John on the cheek/on the sofa. 
         b.  I caught him by the arm/by the riverside. 
 

IA differs from Possession. The IA example in (28) combines (i) a material 
Figure-Ground configuration in which a body part is included in a whole body, 
(ii) targeting of the person F of the dative by that of the subject and (iii) a GDT 
event-Figure included within a psychological Ground. Alienable Possession 
involves a Figure Ground configuration in which a +hu body is a Ground taking 
scope over a -hu body as Figure. The dative in IA is targeted while a Possessor 
dative is not. 

 
8  We thus agree with Landau’s (1999) intuition à propos of datives, in particular in  ex. (49) that « all the Θ-roles 
assigned to phrases diagnosed as arguments contain a spatial ingredient. » (Landau (1999), p. 19, n. 11). We also 
agree with the use of the term landmark in Hole (2006). However, Hole contrasts the thematic role of 
« Affectees », as in, say, IA, with that of «Landmark » as in « The tree grew new branches ». In our framework, 
neither « Affectee » nor «Landmark » are theta-roles. An Affectee is a +hu Place whose person F has been 
targeted. 
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II and III. According to Borer and Grodzinsky (1986), neither the reflexive 
dative nor the ethical dative can be wh-moved. Moreover, they are obligatorily 
clitics. If we assume that clitics check their person F on the Tense node, then these 
construals favor the Person F of the dative over its the Place component, without 
necessarily completely eliminating it. The inability to wh-move suggests that a 
syntactic argument must have a body.   
 
II. In (52), the “reflexive” dative is obligatorily coindexed with the subject. 
 
(52)  Ranii ‘axal loi tapuxim. 
         Rani ate to him(self) apples. 
         ‘Rani ate up apples.’ 
 
(53)  *Ranii ‘axal loj tapuxim. 

 Rani ate to her (someone else) apples. 
 Rani ate her/someone else’s apples 

 
The syntactic subject already combines person checked in SpecTP and body via 
the trace in Spec vP. We propose that here the three-dimensional Place content of 
the dative is linearized in TP and construed as durative aspect. As the reflexive 
dative shares the subject’s person F it acquires the agentive property of controlling 
the event over time. This accounts for Borer and Grodzinsky’s remark that such 
sentences have an “imperfective flavor”, The same is true of the reflexive dative 
in French (54a) and English (54b). 
 
(54) a. Je vais me manger une grosse pomme. 

b. I’m gonna go get me a glass of wine. 
 
 
 
III Ethical Dative 
The ethical dative, discussed for French in Leclère (1978) is supposedly limited 
to I-II person.9 Its Place and Person features combine to denote a purely 
psychological ground in which a +hu observer Ground is affected by an event 
which caused that Result. At the same time, a person F -to-person F targeting 
relation is suggested between an intentional matrix subject and the benefactive as 
if what happened was a goal-directed trajectory with the benefactive person as 
target. 

 
9 It is not so limited in indirect discourse. The ethical dative seems to be a result-cause configuration in which a 
mental state is caused by an event, yet there is a hint of targeting. 

(i) Marie se plaint que son fils lui a fait une engine. 
(ii) Mary is crying because her son got the flu on her. 
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As both French and Hebrew have datives with scope over the vP, they have 
the same structures (55a-b). The same effect is attained in English by similar 
methods: In (56) “on me” defines its human complement as a psychological place 
with a person feature, with the same meaning as an ethical dative. While these 
structures sound somewhat paranoiac – the person who went abroad could not 
have targeted the dative in the unaccusative sentences of (55a) and (56), the 
grammar produces them and we cannot say they are pragmatically unrealistic.10 
  
(55) a.  hu tas la lexul 

he flew to her abroad. 
b.  Il m’a fait une fugue. 

 
(56) George ran away on me. 
 
6. What licenses a non-core (non-selected) dative argument? 

The dative is often construed as an “affected” argument (Berman, 1982; 
Hole, 2006; Boneh and Nash, 2011; Bosse et al. 2012; Bar Asher Siegal and 
Boneh, 2015. We propose, however, that it is the existence of a materially affected 
object argument which licenses a psychologically affected dative argument. As is 
well-known since Leclère (1978), a dative is licensed by a VP containing post-
verbal material. However, it is not only the existence of that material but a change 
in the state of a postverbal material entity, which licenses the dative. That is why 
purely stative datives which do not imply change do not license a dative (*Je lui 
connais/aime/envie la main” (I to-him know/like/envy the hand)). Even a verb 
which is usually interpreted as a stative predicate will license a dative if it is 
construed as affecting the body-person chain of the direct object, as in (57a) in 
Hebrew, from Landau (1999) or (57b) in French. 
 
 
 
 
(57) a.  Gil ra’a le-Rina et ha-pupik. 

Gil saw to-Rina Acc the belly-button. 
         b. Je lui ai vu le genou (à Marie)! 
              I saw to-her the knee. 
 

Figure-Ground seems to be an omni-present mental configuration. A VP 
which describes a change of state counts as a Figure for an optional Dative 
nominal which provides it with a Ground. IA involves an additional targeting 
relation between the subject and the dative. 

 
10 I assume that the sentences in question contain an unaccusative matrix verb governing a directional small 
clause [VP verb: GO+manner of motion [SC DP AWAY], with no selected Agent. Otherwise, they would not 
produce the paranoiac impression. 
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Landau (1999) cites a series of examples to show that Datives are not 
“affected” in possessively construed structures. 
 
(58)  a.  Gil ganav le-Rina me-ha-tik. 
            Gil stole to-Rina from the bag. 
            Gil stole (something) from Rina’s bag.’ 

b. Gil niskav le-Rina al ha-mita. 
            Gil lay-down to Rina on the bed. 
            ‘Gil lay down on Rina’s bed.’ 
    
He argues that only argumental PPs are compatible with the Possessor Dative and 
cites the interesting contrast below. 
 
(59)  a.  Gil hitkaleax le-Rina im ha-sabon 
             Gil bathed le-Rina with the soap. 
              ‘Gil took a shower with Rina’s soap.’ 

b.  *Gil bathed le-Rina bli ha-sabon. 
                Gil bathed to Rina without the soap. 
                  ‘Gil took a shower without Rina’s soap.’ 
 

It is not clear that “without DP” and “with DP” have a different argument 
status in the sentence. But there is a subtle semantic difference between (59a) and 
(59b). We included an Instrument as part of a GDT configuration. The intentional 
subject uses a material instrument to attain his material goal. In (59a) soap is an 
instrument within a GDT embedded in a Result-Cause configuration. Without the 
soap, as in (59b), Gil’s action is construed as a non- culminated accomplishment. 
When you wash something, say, a shirt or yourself, you intend to make it clean. 
But this is difficult to achieve without soap. In (59a-b) a lexically reflexive verb 
indicates that the subject Gil targets himself with the goal of attaining a clean 
body. In (59b), in the absence of an adequate instrument, the body is not construed 
as sufficiently “affected” for the sentence to be construed as Result-Cause. 

We suggested that a direct object licenses a dative when it is itself 
“affected” by undergoing a change of state. In an unaccusative sentence, without 
any activated subject, the untargeted dative functions as a pure Place. This is the 
case in Landau’s example in (60a) reproduced exactly in French (60b). 
 
(60) a.  ze barax li legamrey me-ha-roš. 
                 it escaped to me altogether from the head 
                 ‘I forgot about it altogether.’ 

b.  Cela m’est complètement sorti de la tête. 
That to -me is completely gone from the head) 
‘I forgot about it completely.’ 
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The arguments in an assertion describing a change of physical state always 
have a material body.11 Such an argument may acquire additional psychological 
properties in syntax, via checking a person F in Spec TP for the subject, via person 
F to person F targeting for a dative or even for an object as in Spanish (38). In IA, 
an affected body-part and an affected psyche form an argument chain. In 
causatives and clitic doubling structures, an intentional subject targets a dative or 
object constituent without forming an argument chain. We suggest that person F 
to person F targeting enriches the construal of a sentence. It not only adds a 
participant to the event description, as in possession statements, but it also 
transforms an abstract event description in vP into a real-life event with 
psychologically endowed participants interacting in the discourse time-world. 
 
7. Conclusion 
We have argued that universal mental configurations interact with syntactic 
configurations throughout the derivation of a sentence. Basic universal 
configurations are realized in all languages. Other configurations are derived in 
sentence grammar from combinations of parts of basic configurations, producing 
more specialized configurations, thus enriching the expressive power of the 
language. One type of complex configuration combines the basically 
complementary GDT and Result-Cause configurations. This combination 
reconciles the prospective point of view of a subject targeting a physical or a 
psychological entity and the retrospective point of view of a speaker who 
perceives result states and asserts their cause. The Cause may be a GDT with an 
intentional subject. In this case, the sentence is not only an assertion but a story 
which merges the prospective point of view of the subject and the retrospective 
view of the speaker as they experience the same event.   
  As grammars share the basic mechanisms of iterative syntactic merge and 
interpretive relations between nominals, complex derived configurations will also 
be widespread, perhaps universal. However, to the degree that languages differ, 
derived configurations will differ in their details. In French, Inalienable 
Possession targets a body Part and a person F in parallel. It bridges this ontological 
divide via the targeting by the subject of the person F in a dative and subsequent 
binding by the dative of a person F in a preposed pro in DP. Hebrew uses a 
pronominal dative to enrich the feature content of what we also assume to be the 
pro complement of a body-part DP. In English the subject in Spec vP binds the 
person F of a body part noun without targeting that feature.  There is a material 
figure-Ground configuration in “I took her hand” as in “I took her by the hand”, 
but no grammatical targeting, which occurs only from a person F to person F 
Probe-Goal relation above the vP domain. However, nothing excludes an 
implicature of affect whenever an “affected” material part is associated with a 

 
11Our discussion excludes sentences based on psych verbs. The next step is to integrate such verbs as well as 
idioms like « Tu me fends le coeur (You are breaking my heart) ». 
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+human whole, and the lexical content of the verb licenses such affect, just as in 
“Bill stole John’s watch” but not in “Bill likes John’s watch”. 

The Person F to Person F relation is possible only within a sentence, where, 
we argued, a person feature has an independent existence under construal and can 
serve as glue for parallel GDTs or to transmit intention to the selected Agent in a 
causative structure. 

Pylkkänen (2008) discusses the use of applicative projections in some 
languages. The proposal that high applicatives have benefactive construals and 
low applicatives have possessive construals is compatible with our discussion of 
the syntactic constraints on mental configurations in French, English, and Hebrew. 
However, while Applicative projections do derive Figure-Ground configurations, 
Figure-Ground configurations do not depend on the existence of applicative 
projections. A benefactive argument need not be located in an Applicative 
projection; it can be a subject whose person F is activated by Tense as in the 
pragmatically preferred construal of the English, French, and Japanese sentences 
in (61a-c). 
 
(61) a. John had the teacher expel him from class. 

b. Jean s’est fait expulser de la classe. 
 
c. Sachi-ga Masa-ni Aiko-no kabin-o kowas-are-ta 

              Sachi-Nom. Masa-by   Aiko-Gen vase-Acc break-Aff-ta 
 ‘Sachi had Aiko’s vase broken by Masa (on him).’ 

(cf. Bosse et al. 2012) 
 

Event descriptions occur in vP all grammars, while the two points of view 
from which an event can be described are construed in TP/CP. A goal-directed 
trajectory describes a quest on the part of the intentional subject whose goal is the 
change of state of an object. This quest may reach culmination or not. In a 
sentence like “John washed the shirt but it is not clean” the physical event 
culminates, in a perfective sentence, but the intention which inspired the quest is 
not satisfied according to the speaker or the subject. On the other hand, a Result-
Cause trajectory starts with a state construed as the result of an event, while the 
speaker asserts both its existence and its cause. 

We suggested that a GDT quest may be decomposed into a material change 
of state goal and an affected person F goal. “Targeting” is that sub-part of a GDT 
which selects a psychological Goal. Dative elements, which lexically combine 
both place content and a person feature can activate part or all of their content 
depending on the syntactic context in sentences variously construed as Figure-
Ground, GDT, Result-Cause, or a combination of these. 

Person to person targeting relations, which account for “affectedness” in a 
dative within a GDT configuration occur within a sentence but not over a sentence 
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boundary, as shown by the failure of the “anaphore associative” in (21). For only 
the sentence, not the discourse, is apprehended as a whole at a single point of time. 
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